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AAUP battles for prOfessors' rights
by Ruth Vogel
The AAUP, the American
Association of University Professors, is a little known organization, a chapter of which is at
Central. It is set up on a national,
·state and college level; with

approximately 90,000 members
in 45 states.
Basically, the AA UP is a collective force for professors in ·
higher education. The association
handles complaints or grievances
against colleges, on th~ part of

MON-FRI. .. 3-4 & 8-9

the faculty members. A.ccording
to Professor Robert Benton,
current president of Central's
AAUP chapter, the association
handled 135 cases last year. Of
these; 124 were satisfactorially
resolve-d. Benton states that "the
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best remedy is one you provide
Discussing the power behind
inside the institution. Going to the AAUP, Dr. Benton said,
court is the last remedy, but we "Censure is the main course of
will go to court if necessary."
action taken." Regarding its
The type of cases .handled by effectiveness, he · continued,
the AAUP usually concern ten- "Most colleges appear to be
ure or upgrading salaries. Re- eager to be removed from cencently they have moved into sure."
' collective bargaining, and they
He illustrated possible repersupport and encourage any chap- · cussio.ps, "The ill effects of centers that want it.
· sure are sometimes noted in the
A somewhat unusual feature of · inability to attract new faculty
the AAUP, says Benton, is their members; and foundations and
willingness to handle any pro· the Federal Government are disfessor's case, whether he is a couraged regarding placement of
member or not. "Last year, at grants and other funding."
Central the association worked
This method of changing polion six cases, most of whom were cies has been inacted at Central.
not members."
In 1940, a faculty member was
When asked how they encour- dismissed, causing a disagreeage membership, Benton said,. ment between the AAUP and
"We just keep prof~ssors inform- Central.
Central was placed on censure,
ed as to our activities." Central's
current membership is 90 pro- and then worked with the AAUP
fessors.
to establish a Faculty GovernThe major financial obligation ment Organization, and set up a
of the Washington State chap- faculty code. In 1948 · this .was
ters is the support of a lobbyist, completed and Central was reto work on behalf of college pro- moved from censure.
fessors, in Olympia. "In our
The local chapter of the AAUP
state, the AAUP supports the is currently involved in a revision
only lobbyist concerned solely of that-faculty code. (It has been
with higher education," stated revised s~veral times since 1948.)
Benton.
After
discussing possible
One of the current issues in the changes with the Central faculty
nation is also of importance to for two years, the trustees "took
the American · Association of unilateral action to amend the
University Professors, that of document and asked for the
equal opportunity. Benton re- President to write a new code,"
lates the association's involve- said Benton.
The AAUP, taking an alterment, "AAUP was one of the
first supporters of the Affirma- nate course, proposed a docutive Action an~ Equal Oppor- ment suggesting changes, which
tunity programs."
the faculty generally supported.
"Women c9mprise a large porDr. Benton states that he is,
tion of the university faculties "Pleased that the President and
across the. country," Benton the trustees seem sympathetic to
stated, "currently we are work- the changes suggested." And he
ing on a policy regarding mater- is hopeful, : "that the document
nity leave."
will be revised to the satisfaction
The maternity leave policy of the faculty and the trustees."
would apply to both men and
The American Association of
women. "Obviously, men are' not . University Professors may be
going to get pregnant," said little known, but Professor BenBenton, "but they often require a ton concludes, "If you don't hear ·
leave of absence when their much from the AAUP, it means
-wives are."
we're doing our work.-"
Regarding the local chapter's
attitude towards women, _Benton fi~~~~~~!!~!!!!nfl
stated, "Our · past president, for · ~
~
two-and-a-half years, was Bever·
~
ly Heckart of the History Depart~
ment. Currently, Odette Golden i
11te..
C
· of the Foreign Language Depart- ':l
· . ,_..
CL ()
ment, is an executive officer~; ,
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Opinion
I

More anu more people are concerned _with discrimination today
than ever before in American history. It is ironic that the group that
perpetuated discrimination, the white Anglo Protestant, now feels
· J\.f{irmative Action programs have created discrimination where
ti-tine formerly existed.
: · Increasingly, white Anglo-Saxon Protestant males are viewing
this as a very serious problem. They feel they are being excluded
from American society. People in this majority group feel the
American Dream has soared because of Affirmative Action
programs. The Crier would like to hear from anyone who seriously
believes that he or she has been unjustly discriminated against
b~cause they are white Anglo-Saxon Protestants.
ELEPHANT COUNT-SILENT THEY RUN
My own calculations show that there should be at least five
card-carrying Young RepubI1.cans at Central. Math is not my bag,
but I figure it this way: I'm told that the enrollment at the UW is
approximately 30,000. (I could be wrong.) Recently I re.ad that the U
has approximately 25 members enrolled in the Young Republicans.
Central's enrollment of approximately 6000 is one-fifth that of the U.
Statistically that should give Central approximately five Young
Republicans (although summer enrollment is roughly one-half of the
regular enrollment-which means we may have only two-and-onehalf Young Republicans here this summer). Where are they? If twoand-a-half Young Republicans keep silent for x, how long will it take
five of them to keep silent for the majority? If they don't come
forward soon, we might have to have mandatory bussing of Young
Republicans, and that could become ugly. (Mandatory bussing of
democrats does not mean compulsory kissing of asses.) BIRCHERS MAKE STRANGE BEDFELLOWS
What I'm.getting at is this: They should come forward to address
a very fundamental issue facing their party in this congressional
district.
.
That is, why has a party with so many disasters to its credit
chosen to add one more by officially endorsing Yakima's top John
Bircher, Floyd Paxton, as its congressional opponent against
Democratic incumbent Mike McCormack?
Mr. McCormack, this may be a bit early in the race to say it, but
we're with you, although we may disagree with you on many points.
· Mr. Paxton; as friendly and affable a man as he is, as hard
working and industrious as he is, does not, in my opinion belong in
congress, not even to represent this congressional district.
Mr. Paxton believes, in keeping with John Birch theology, that
nearly everyong in the government is either a communist conspirator or an unwitting communist dupe.
·
We need people in congress who realize that too many people
there are amoral connivers ·out for themselves, or unwitting jerks
out to lunch.
I'm not putting McCormack in any of those categories. I believe
that I need to find out more about him.
'
I believe that I have found out eriough about Mr. Paxton.
Mr. Paxton, because of his self-made millions, earned with his own·
industriousness and non-union labor, exerts considerable influence
in the Yakima Valley. Perhaps the climate is more fitting in Yakima. .
I say that he would be considerably out of place in Washington,
D.C., crowded though it may be, with all of the diverse types that it
takes to make up a world.
IF Watergate has taught anyone anything, it should be the
evident lesson that the most dangerous subversion to this country is
from within, from tlwse ready to wrap themselves in the flag to
dress for their own.
Perhaps, in a sense, I do agree with Mr. Paxton on a couple of
points:
He called Mr. Nixon a traitor. I say that Mr. Nixon deserves that
title, but in the sense that he attempted a nonviolent overthrow of
the US from within.
Mr. Paxton says that the present condition of this country is due
to the fact that people have abdicated their power.
.
I agree. Anyone who does not vote in this election deserves what
he gets in office.
·

ZZzzzzzz.ZZzz
-·
by Tom Shapley
Sometimes it feels like we are beating our heads against a wall.
llaybe it is just through the nature of our jobs that we are closer to
the things that are happening. Maybe it is our own inability to use
the English language sufficiently to communicate to you just what is
going on. But whateyer the reason, we begin to feel like an all-night
disc-jockey, "maybe there is no one out there listening." Instructors
ue suing the college. Sex discrimination is being charged against
~liege administration. The highest official in the land is accused
and attacked. We try to report these situations with as much
accuracy, objectivitiy, and even subjectivity as we can, meanwhile
the student body does an impersonation of the Silent Majority.
But then maybe you ARE the spent Majority of Agnew's dreams.
Maybe you are that great mass of apathetic protoplasm that is
supposed to shuffle along about its task of getting on with "business
as usual". Maybe your only goal IS that of self-preservation.
Possibly your world is that · narrow little one of getting yotlr ·
education and getting out there and chasing the buck. Maybe, just
maybe, you really don't give a damn about. what happens around
you, politically or socially. You should be an easy bunch to handle.
Maybe we are just tilting at windmills, but at least Don Quixote
got some laughs.

a.e

by Rik Dalvit
It has been suggested to me that the Crier is much too preoccupi- .
ed with the President.
·
The suggestion continues that it would be a relief if no mention
was made Qf him on this page.
Perhaps the suggestion is well-founded. After all, the President
does not live in Ellensburg. He is not a Central student. He has
sorely taxed our span of attention (as well as other things, ofil. sense
of outrage among them).
We do , not wish to seem monomaniacal or fixated.
Perhaps, in what some may construe as my rush to relevancy, I
have overlooked a ·fundamental institution-the yawn.
So, untimely as it may seem, this week's editorial cartoon deals
with a colorful pageant of past presidents in colorful cavalcade.
Among them is Millard Fillmore, making a rare appearance. This in
itself is a rather impressive coup, an appearance by Fillmore being
as rare as a steak dinner.

Boycott
Boone's Farm.
Because ·
Boone's Farm
· is made hy
Gallo and
Gallo exploits
larmworkers•

.....

United l'arm Workers
ol America (AFL·CIO)
P.O. Box 62
.
Keene, Ca. 93531
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Letters
The CRIER welcomes letters
from its readers for its letters'
column. Letters should be brief
(250 words maximum length) and
typed if possible. For publication, they must be signed and
bear the writer's address. We
will withhold names, using initials only, upon legitimate request (no pseudonyms). We reserve the right to edit. Letters
can be mailed or hand delivered
to the CRIER office, SUB 218.
TO THE READERS:
Not ?ne letter poured i~

Consumer watch
this issue, and we are too ethical
to write a letter to ourselves, so
we will write one to the reader.
At the risk of repeating what
the blurb above this letter says,
we repeat that the Crier welcomes letters of all kinds. It is an ·
opportunity to exercise· your
franchise of freedom of speech
(yes, Virginia, it really exists) to
make public an opinion that you
think or feel is important.
Letters for the next issue of
the Crier should be received no
later than Monday, August 5.

Cbst and pricing
by Tom Shapley
They're putting it to us again in
Washington, D.C. A proposed bill that
would establish a federal consumer
agency that would in effect lobby .f~r us
when the bureaucrats have their minds in
other places, faces death at the hands of
the filibuster. The bill passed the House,
but the minority opponents in the Senate
are laying in wait to kill it as it was one
year ago. There is an interesting note:
Two OPPONENTS to the bill are the US
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE and the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS. Got something to hide
guys?
########
AGAIN:
Th~ cost of living has gone up again.
One per cent in the month of June, 11.1
per cent higher than it was a year , ago.
The confusing thing is that wholesale
prices have gone up 14.5 per cent in the
same period of time, so they're not getting
fat. Looks like that little middle man
strikes again!
########
GOOD DEALS:
Your college parking sticker. It costs $5,
wh_ich is a good deal because one parking
ticket costs $5.
########
Safeway has come out with a new policy.

facts

Price changes will not be made on items
already on the shelves. Once an item is
marked it will stay that price until it is
sold.
And while we are in the grocery section,
pay attention to the unit pricing on items.
This breaks the cost of a product down to
cost ,per ounce, pint, pound, etc. It is
mark~d on little tags stickers on the
shelves. There can be as much as $1 per
ounce difference on some items. And with ·
five ounces that can hurt.
########
OUCH!
What can you do if you feel that you are
being ripped-off! First of all, many forms
of price-g~uging are dirty but ent_irely
legal; but there are some things that you
can do if it is a serious· matter of fraud,
false advertising or other illegal act. First,
talk to the manager. Now, after he has
kicked you out, call the Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce. They are a self-regulatory agency of the local business community. If you have no success there, or even if
you do and you want to get the Feds down
on the place, call the Consumer Protection Agency, TOLL FREE 1-800-552-0700
from 8:30 to 5.
And if it is nothing really illegal, just
what you consider to be a sneaky rip-off,
call me at 963-1026 or 925-2142; and I'll
make sure that everybody knows about it.

Internship
Program
Th! Cooperative Education
program offers an education
which is more relevant to a job
than passively sitting in class. It
gives insight into what one has
been studying on camJtlls.
Dr. Gerald R.eed, Coordinator
of the Cooperative Educaion Program, indicated that through
many of the programs the
student earns money, and there
is no r_eason to think making
money and learning are incompatible.
Experience is progressively
more important in getting a job, _
. Reed feels. This provides an
actual letter from a previous employer which serves as a valuable
supplement to a grade transcript.
Experience benefits students
and faculty by giving them opportunities to re-familiarize
themselves with practical application~ of their discipline. It
benefits the_ college and other
agencies involved in that it gives
agencies an opportunity to
contribute in the educative process, according to Reed.
Dr. Reed said, "Cooperative
Education is just as successful
when it motivates a person out of
a field as when it spurs a person
to go ahead with their plans."
That is, if a person tries a job before he graduates and decides it
is not his type of work, he won't
be wasting time studying it in
school.
Don Brice, a student presently
doing an internship in Olympia
said, "as a requirement for
graduation, each student should
have to serve a minimum of one
quarter in internship receiving
practical work experience in his
major."
Anyone -considering field experience for fall quarter should
come in soon to the Cooperative
Education office in SUB 105.

--~~-~~------

The greatest recorded interval
between the birth of twins is 136
days. The births occurred April
30 and Sept~mber 13, 1846.
.1i:·.

Oakland Ballet-a full house loved them. [Photos
by Brian Pugnetti]
.
.
.

SODBUSTING: a detachment of groundsmaintenance
regulars
lounge atop rolled turf
destined for the ice rink
area between North and
Dean Halls. The sod, .
which was removed from
the 14th Street parkings
and meridians, will be replaced by shrubs and
· trees. Among the sodbusters are: Gretchen
· Fischer, Rita Ortiz, Jack
Baker and Sharon Maglietti. [Photo by Brian
Pugnetti]

·-
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I
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Vear after \'ear._ semester after ·
I semester~ the (~olle~e\1aster
from Fidel in l 'nion Life has· been
'the most accepted mo~a popular
,plan on campuses all oler A~erica.
Find out "'h\'.
(~all the Fidelio· LJnion
c~olle~eMaster'
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in 'our·area:

,~ 
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CDllcgc1\!laster

Les Cotter
706 E. 8th Plaza
962-9292

L

Campus
Liquor

1

Due to an article in the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer entitled "Campus Liquor OK - Except UW,"
many students thought an oncampus tavern was· 'on its way.
Unfortunately this is not the
case.
· The article dealt with furnishing liquor at functions on campuses, such as a banquet for dignitaries in the SUB.
· In such a situation, the liquor
would not be sold, but served as
part of the meal; and the. college
would r equire a banquet permit
for the Washington State Liquor
Control Board.
When an applicant receives
such a permit, there are several
rules that must be observed. The
liquor cannot be sold either for
cash, · scrip, tickets or, · in any
manner whatever. The g~neral
public must be excluded, no

advance tickets or advertising
will be allowed.
The service and consumption
of the liquor must be confined to
the specific room or area identified ·on the application. The
permit must also be posted in a
conspicuous place at the premises.
The fee for the permit is five
dollars.
A state law prohibits the sale
of liquor within 500 feet of any
school, from elementary schools
to state colleges and universities.

Oakland
Ballet
at McConnel l
Stopping in Ellensbw.rg enroute to Expo 74, the Oakland
Ballet Company presented a program of classical and contemporary dance Wednesday, July 17,
at McConnell Auditorium. The

program featured "The Cortege
Hongrois", from Alexandre Glasunov' s Russian ballet, "Raymonda."
Also staged was a recently
premiered balletic version of the
Tennessee Williams play, · "A
Streetcar Named Desire," and
fragments of "Modinha Preludio," by Heitor Villa-Lobos.
Dance interpretations of Scott
Joplin ragtime music from the
early 1900's was presented, along.
with a choreography of George
Frederick- Handel's · Concerto
Grosso No. 1 in G, Opus 6, representing the neo-classical period
of music.·
The Ellensburg performance
\\'.as organized through Central's
Music
Department;
Wayne
Hertz, director.
Members of the Oakland Ballet
Company also taught a Master's
class for Ellensburg Youth
Ballet, a Continuing ·Education
Program through Yakima Valley
Junior College, taught by Mrs.
Christine Patterson.
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No G.I benefits.?
by Rik Dalvit ·
Future Gis may not have a GI
Bill of Rights to provide them
with educational and financial
help when they feturn to civilian
life.
According to a recent UPI
story with a Washington, D.C.
dateline, "congressional and administration" sources say that
consideration is being given for
cutting benefits in the future.
The UPI story did not name
specific "congressional or admin·
istratfon so~rces." The story ·did
say "The officials emphasized
that no consideration was being
given to cutting benefits for men
who have already served in the

not compelled to serve by the
draft." (at least temporarily)
"The pay increa;ses in recent
years have brought men and
women in the service pay similar
to civilian~-approximately $400
per. month in pay' and averaged
benefits for a recruit."
....--------------.

The GIBill was created for the
World War II vets and then extended to Koreans War vets. In
1965 the benefits were grant ed
not only to .men serving in the
just-beginning Vietnam war but
also to peacetime vets who had
served between the Korean and
Viet~am wars.
Base pay increase
A past rationale for veterans'
benefits was that s¢rvice pay
was so poor the men deserved
Veterans in any branch of the
service between October l, 1972 special help afterwards.
·
So far the Pentagon has
and December 31, 1972 were not
strongly opposed any cutbacks in
given a six per cent increase to · benefits since it uses them as a
which they were entitled in their
recruiting lure.
base pay.
Veterans may still apply for
IMPORTANT NOTICE
this increase.' Forms are avail- .
able at the Office of Veterans
FOR VETERANS
military."
"Administration and congressTl)e Veterans Administration
7
ional sources" feel it would' be a ._A_~f_a_ir_s_,_s_u_b_l_o__.- - - - -....... issue advance-payment educag9od budget balancing and exBut what may be the prime · tional benefit checks. All : stupense cutting move to ~liminate reason: "Sources said the in- dents who receive educational
the GI Bill.
terest in ending the GI Bill came . benefit checks under the VeterAccording to a · recent UPI from admin.i stratiori efforts to ans Administration ($220 or
story from Washington, D.C., ·balance the budget and cut more per month) must fill out an
"congressional and administra- .expenses."
application for an advanc~-pay
tion" sources say that consideraThe VA now gets $14 billion a ment check before they leave
tion is now being given for cutt- year in four major programs of campus for the summer. Come to
ing benefits in the futur~
roughly equal costs: monthly sti- the Office of Veterans Affairs in
The officials quoted .in the pends to veterans in school; Samuelson Union Building to fill
story named three reasons for medical care; pensions for men out this application.
ending GI Bill benefits:
with service-connected disabiliThese checks will be mailed to
"Wartime servi<;e is no longer ties and pensions for aged veter- the Office of Veterans· Affairs
involved." (at least temporarily) ans who ·are indigent, the UPI and students who have applied
"The men are now volunteers, story .said.
can pick up their check in that ·
office after they have registered
for fall quarter classes and can
submit a fall quarter schedule.
If applications are not received
before August l, there can be no
advance-payment check waiting
in the fall.
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Sis Boom RAAAAAAAW- The tables are turned for hundreds of bleachered cheerleaders in
Nicholson Pavilion as a young man proves

SUMMER. STILL

.
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Hats

Tops

SALE
at

SPORTS
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Th~ IvoryTower

Shorts
Jeans
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capable of provoking cheers while passing in
split-second review carrying not so much as a
pom-pom. [Photo by Brian Pugnetti]

The Iignin that binds together cellulose fibers in wood
is not only strong, it's· elastic,
providing wood with a- resiliency that makes wood floors
less tiring to walk on than
concrete, and enables homes
made from wood to bend without breaking in windstorms
and earthquakes.
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Sis boom bah

Puffing the leader

by David Wasser
Woodard, indicated that the ~rence
Many are of the opinion that ch~erlead-· stressed the "leader" in cheerleader. how ·
ers are a cute, but rather dull-witted . did they view their role as a school leader?
They answered this . . - . . as one
group. Generalizations such as this are
to the conference director for the first two unfortunate.
would' expect. They felt they sheaW set an
weeks, Pat Woodard, "we want to put the
After all, ,high schools are changing. No image for the school. Melody felt dlat lead'leader' back in cheerleader."
_ longer are sports, sock hops ·and proms ing was akin to "g~ · e'fteyone
Cfasses in problem solving, and other the most important activities. Perhaps ~he together."
.
non-cheering subjects are part of each cheerleader has changed as well.
Julie thought the role of the dleerleader
delegate's .daily schedule.
In an attempt to cast some light on the was changing. Not as many people feel the
"The cheerleader must assume a leader- possibility of the changing role of the high cheerleader is necessary. "We have to
ship role in her school," said Ms. Woodard. school cheerleader, an interview was con- take more criticism. Yo~ ~ have to
· "They must support programs other than ducted with three delegates from the want to be one. There's not as much glory
athletics."
Washington Cheerleader Conference: Col- as people think."
Ms. Woodard feels the average cheer- leen Cox ftom Lincoln High in Seattle;
They all agreed that popularity was still
leader isn't the same girl she was several Julie Repp from Colfax; and Melody Grant important, but one also requires talent
years ago. "We have more of a cross- from Kake, Alaska.
and ability to be selected.
_
section of the student body now, rather
All three girls seemed to be quite pleasBut what about the ~-flag
than the prettiest girls and the ones with ed to be at the conference. As Colleen Cox ideoiogy that is linked with dteerlellders.
the highest grades."
said, "It's really great here. The people What do they think about tile ..tima's preShe doesn't feel that women's libera- are really nice, and they make it fun."
sent state of affairs? They .U.tgreed that
tion has entered into the cheerleader
But what makes a girl want to become a . while the country may have its ..-1ems,
community. "Maybe the girl who turns out cheerleader? Julie Repp's older sister was that this is still the best plaee to lie living
for cheerleader isn't a women's libber. I one. She indicated the trade had been at the present time.
really don't think there are any of them passed down to her. Melody Grant wanted
In regards to impeachment, Melody felt
here."
to do something to help out her school. disappointed in the President. Colleen felt
Ms. Woodard revealed some of the
"I'd always wanted to be a cheerleader," there are "points to say yes and points to
points of "Cheerleader Etiquette" which Colleen said,"ever since I can remember." say no."
are being taught at the conference.
Obviously, I was getting nowhere. I
Julie said she didn't know enough about
"They're supposed to lead the crowd," she decided to get more topical and ask about the subject to be able to express an
said, "not entertain them."
the women's movement. Did they feel opinion.
High schools have changed. But someThe girls are also instructed to look theirs was a sexist trade, jiggling about
their best and to attend all sports events, and all?
things ·never change. In a way maybe it's a
Julie said it depended on how a girl relief to know that cheerleaders are
not just football and basketball.
They have also been informed that went about it. Colleen said that if a girl pretty much the same u they always
"whether you like it or not, you are on a went in with the attitude that she was a were. In a world where everything and
pedestal. You are in 'training' all year part of the team, that it couldn't be viewed everyone changes from day to day, a
group of individuals who remain stagnant,
long. Realize the moral code you are as being sexist.
under, and UPHOLD it."
·The · director of . the .. "Conf'er.ence-,. .P.a.t.• .ilit .SOJll~he~w'zefr.e11M.n&· eu •u,

back in cheerleaders
by David Wasser
Over 1800 high school cheerleaders will
attend the Washington Cheerleader Conference being held on the Central campus
during the next several weeks.
Cheerleaders from as far away as
Alaska attend the four one-week sessions
sponsored by the Washington Association
of Secondary School Principals.
Members of the World Che.e rleader
Council, led·by their director, Bob Shields,
teach the various cheers to the delegates.
During the week each squad is
evaluated on their cheers. Pointers are
given on ~ow the squad could improve.
Ribbons are awarded periodically during
the week.
But cheers and yells aren't the only
training the delegates receive~ According·

Left to right: Melody Grant, ·Colleen Cox . and Julie Repp.
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,Haas prepares ASC for
upcoming . quarter

W.e feature handcrafted · Items created
by some of the finest craftsp~ople in the
Northwest
Come down and see us

we're at 304'

N. Pearl

and we're reasonable

LIBERTY Theatre

6 45
Open :
.,_------------------~ENDS TUESDAY

925-9511

where the
lilies bloom
Plus Wild ·Life ·
Adventure
STARTS WEDNESDAY - JULY 31st
MR. SUPER INVISIBLE & DOBERMAN GANG

.. Th e' VILLAGE

Open6:45
925-4598
..,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PLAYS THRU TUES.
PG ,Showings At 7:00 & 9:15 Nightly

She'll coax the blues right out
of your heart.

lUCYMAMl~

OUR NEXT ATTRACTION JULY 31st.

'DIRTY MARY CRAZY LARRY'
-.g 'EMPEROR OF THE NORTH'

ELLEN Drive-In

oPEN8:3o
925.3200
.,__.____
" _____________..ENDS SATURDAY

ASC administration assistant, mainly a time of preparation for and clean up the usual mundane
Steve Haas, reports that so far . the major academic year ahead. ·format of the handbook by
'the summer has been quiet, but · The ASC is .now involved in pre- "taking out a lot of the rules and
busy for the student govern- paring a student handbook, the other really unnecessary things" .
ment.
first in several .years. Haas says in order to make it a really useful
According to Haas, summer is that they are trying to update tool for new students.
.
Other things that ASC must
lay
the
summer
groundwork for are Homecoming, New
Student Week, and a concertyes, a concert. New Student
Week is to be "eight days of
entertainment and information,"
including bands and movies. The
concert, naturally, 1.s another
problem. The ASC has a per. formance all lined up with
"Tower of Power," out they need
a CWSC signature on the contract. According to Haas, Dean
Wise, who ·normally has the signature authority, does not want
to sign for the concert because of
the conduct of students at past
concerts. Wise feels that his
signature authorizing the concert
places the responsibility for
trouble at the concerts squarely
· on his shoulders. This is a responsibility that he does not want.
Wise is, however, helping the
ASC in preparing a request to
the Board of Trustees that would
give signature authority to the
ASC Entertainment Advisor,
John Moawad.
At the end of spring quarter,
Mr. Haas and Gillespie were involved in some controversy over ·
their duties during the summer
and ·the salaries that they ·would
receive, $400 per month each.
When questioned about the
summer so far, Haas stated that
"I have earned my money."
Although when asked if this
seemed like a good method of
handling the ~mmmer situation,
he replied that he would "sugSteve Haas
gest some changes" that he will
submit to the legislature. He
Gary ·Fishers:
reiterated that the salary was
. commensurate with the work
and that he must submit a report .
115
3rd
to the legislature concerning his
(tropical fish store)
performance during the summer
f\Aen &.Women
and that they would be the final ·
7-9pm..
925-169~ .
judge.
When he was asked what he
Children {8-15 years)
thought was the biggest pro4-Sp.m.
blem facing student government
at Central, he said that it was a
"lack of consistency · caused by
CALL 962-2081
the shortness of the term that an
officer ·o r representative can
serve." "Also, most of our· w·o rk
is low profile and behind the
scenes. And unless we have a
hassle, like last spring, the
students · don't hear about what ·
we do that's worthwhile."
Two very effective and relevant services that he pointed out
were the Tenants Union, which is
under
ownership
active in rental disputes, and the
Political Affairs CommissiQn,
which, through its chairperson,
,**Ron &- Terry
Marie Betts, funnels information
and opinions to student lobbiests
in · i

The
Green Gem·

.Thurs. Night "BATTLE" & "CONQUEST" Plays
_FRI. ~ SAT. ALL APE MOVIES SHOW

· Karate School

w.

204 4th St

COME ON
DOWN

IATTLE
FOR1HE
·PLAIET
OFT•
APEi

Star Shoe Repair
.Hope t.o see everybody
new

_.ESCApE
..

fROM THE

plANEI' .
of THE

30 1 N. Pine

SIDdiOC PART
n
fun 30

OF -che

~'- ~

· Register Now/ .

.

.

•

coLoR

>iLfjiltHILDREN UNDER 17 ADMITTED

' u~v

~-·:

••11•

mmp>•C . . VJllt•IM ...

may be the ·1ast
:/:: : : : : : : :-:.
shock film you will ever want to see~_E:rc ··

925-1 117

SPECIAL
.INVENTORY
. SALE
/

Many. More. Reduced Articles
Everything in Store

Margaret~s,

Inc.

across from the Science
" bldg~ in ~he PL~ZA ·
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Kuo .leaves

pOst

Ethnic Studies in limbo
by Rik Dalvit
Alex Kuo, Ethnic Studies Program Director, will be leaving
within days for his new job at the
University of Colorado at
Boulder.
At Boulder, Kuo will assume
the duties .of Assistant Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs,
fl. position similar to that occupied by Dr. Edward Harrington.
Kuo takes with him the Third
World Arts Festival, which he
organized here, as well as mixed
thoughts and feelings about Central in general, and the Ethnic
Studies Program in particular.
Kuo said that' the length of
time taken to fill his position will
indicate the administration's
CQmmitment to the Ethnic. Studies Program.
He said there are several well- ·
qualified potential · successors
that he knows of and the position
"could be filled within thirty
days."
If the administration delays or
"puts a one year moratorium on
the position, it will show they're
not seriously committed to the
program," Kuo said.

on their terms rather than en~
tirely on the terms of the white
majority.
Kuo sees off-campus ethnic
studies centers as b~ing very important, particularly in the lower
valley.
"But we've got to find out what
kind of classes they want, what
kind of classes will do some
good," he said. "Most higher education commitments are aimed at
training people to be college or
university students." Kuo said,
he did not see that as the
primary goal of off-campus ethnic
studies centers.
·
"We've got to let them know
that we're seriously committed;
they'r·e suspicious of institutional
rip-offs that pull out- in a couple of
years," he said.
"It's great to go into a ·fairly
affluent area and '. offer ethnic
studies classes," he continued,
"You have a lot of so-called
liberals there that want to sign
up for them, but the "red-neck"
types in the lower valley don't
want to take classes dealing with
people they've had trouble with."
"Our real commitment there

that many, apparently, still did
not know that ethnic studies
majors and minors are being
offered.
·
"We still get some requests,
although they've fallen off for the
free guest lecture on ethnic
exotica," he said. "You know
where a guy is invited to bring
some beads and feathers to a
class and give a lecture on
'Indianess."
Kuo said that faculty members
for the most part failed to "realize the political nature of their
positions, particularly in curriculum development." He said the
faculty is "busy protecting things
in the catalogue and can't see the
connection between any of it."
Kuo said that he sees in general a lack of involvement with the
community on the part of the
school. The faculty exerts no
leadership in this area.
Kuo will leave Central almost
exactly three years to the day he
arrivea. He says he is not certain if the administration really
knew what they wanted when
they hired him.
When Kuo arrived at Central
to head the new program, only

dealing with ethnic minorities , . Thin saws are now being
wer~ offere~ in the sociology,

used

that

i.n crcase

timber

enghsh and history departments .. yields up to 1o percent.

· Mon.-Frl~ 11-3

Here's what you get:

*

2.Pieces Of
Chicken
*Mashed .
Potatoes

* Gravy

* .Cobbett

At this low price ...
~•ntuc•J Frled.Chlcket1
haatoMth•
IEST VALUE In

.

( co'l';on-the-c:ob)

*Roff ·

'merko Todor~

"Most institutions are ripping-off
ethnic minorities ...
the people who are in economically
get the help."
There are two dii:ections Kuo
thinks are important for the
Ethnic Studies Program to take.
These steps in development have
not taken place and will depend
on the administration's ~o~tment:
_
For the Department of Education to offer ethnic studies
classes as substitutes for classes
in the education sequence.
The development of off-campus ethnic studies centers, which
could operate as mobile centers.
These steps in development
he said, have not taken place and
will depend on the administration's commitment.
It has long been noted that
most teachers know little or .nothing of ethnic minorities. They
could.become better prepared fo
meet their needs and greet them

would be to the ethnic minorities," he said. "We should offer
them some basic survival skills,
such as consumer aid, as well as
basic tutoring."
"Educational systems have
served various agencies, business corporations, agricultural
extension services, the people
who are 'in' economically get the
help."
"We're doing fine in training
executives," he said, "The traditional institutional response is to
help the source with the money."
"Most institutions are ripping
off ethnic minorities; they are
worthy of a PhD dissertation,
but what about putting something back."
Kuo said that many faculty
members seem unaware of the
Ethnic Studies Program; and

[Photo by Brian PugnettiJ

ow

Mattson's Camera & Sound has· opened Its
new branch at 4th & Pine . More & more
inventory wlll be arrlvlr:tg daily over the next
few weeks. In the meantime, come In · and
meet Patrick W. Smith, owner /manager.

F~ST

-FILM PROCESSING
Over night In manr caa..

'LATEST I~ CAMERAS & EQUIPMENT
•Nikon •Yaahlcci •Ollmpua •Momlro/Sokor. •Fuflca

DARKROOM SUPPLIES
• Enlarg9ra • Safellghta •Poper •Chomlcola

STEREOPHONIC

EQUl~MENT

MATTSON'S
~A"1ERA

I -SOUND

4th I Pine

SHOOTOUT
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Bill Essex (background) of
Ellensburg gets the drop on Harvey Swink (foreground) of Yakima in one of many shootouts
staged at the annual Liberty Picnic last Sunday. Eleven members
of the .Legendary Gunfighters
Association of which both Essex
and Swink are members showed
up to slap leather with each other
and challenge ~n comers to a fast
draw.
·
The guns and the costumes are
authentic, but the nice part of it
is that after a shootout at the OK
Corral the "dead" men get up off
the ground. dust themselves off
and show no ill affects. The Association urges firearm safety. The
rounds they "fire" at each other
are blank cartridges, which they
load themselves.
Crier Photo Editor, Brian
Pugnetti, strapped on a six
shooter and slapped leather with
one of the gunfighters. To everyone's surprise, including his own,
·Pugnetti drew and fired before
his opponent. However after
paying a dollar to go up against
"amateurs" for a trophy,Pugnetti
was "shot." He says he does his
best shooting with his 35 millimeter Canon but is now practicing for his comeback next year.
The picnic at Liberty drew, in
addition to gunfighters, many
visitors, some seeing the state's
oldest continually occupied mining site for the first time, others
visiting friends and relatives who
live there.
For a "ghost town," Liberty
seems to be doing alright. It is
now on the State Historical Record, and members of the Liberty Coalition are now working
to put it on the National Historical Register.

A chy at Ire rores

George Barham ate 48 raw eggs
in 108 seconds in Ipswich,
England, Nov. 21, 1962.

Sun worshippers at the annual Tav River Race enjoy a sunny day at
the Yakima River. The race, which has become one of the highlights
of Summet Quarter, draws participants and ob_s ervers from as far
away as the Seattle area. [Photo by Bill Whiting.]

HP-35
s2·2s.oo
This is your key to unprecedented calculating
capacity. Only Hewlett-Packard off~ it

HP-45

It lets you "speak" to your calculator with total consistency, because
it lets you load data into a 4-Register Stack. This means: (1) you always
enter and process your data the same wqy, no matter what your problem;
(2) you don't have to re-enter data; (3) you can see all intermediate data
anytime.
·
.
Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most powerful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. Here
are three of many others:
•
.
1. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond the
basic four(+,-, x, +).
2. It lets you store nine constants in its nine Addressable Memory
Registers, and it gives you a "Last X" Register for error correction or ·
multiple operations on the same number.
3. It displays up to 10 significant digits in either fixed-decimal or
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point through- out its 200-decade range.
Our HP-35 is the oth~~r. It handles 22 functions, has one Addressable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 di·gits in either fixed-decimal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pre-programmed
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator.
. Both of these exceptional instruments are on display now. If you're
- looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your money,. by all
means see and test them.

-

$32-5.·oo

SPECIAL
5%off
until
Aug 15th

Hewlett-Packard makes the most

HEWLETT [hp] PACKARD advanced pocket-sired computer

•

calculators in the world.
614/09

Student Union Bldg.
Summer hours 8-5 Mon • Fri
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. FIELD EXPERIENCE
Contract field experience ap~
plicants must have their agreement forms signed by the Deans
and Co-op Education Coordinator
before they can register in the
fall. Those requiring furthe~
information should call 963-3409.

featured movie in the SUB
theatre, July 32 and August 1.
Admission is 50 cents with children under ten admitted free
when accompanied by an adult.
Showings are at 2:30 and 7 p.m.

BIKE LICENSES
The Security Department of
Central Washington State ColPAPERBACK EXCHANGE
lege
has agreed to register biThe Tradin' Post is available in
the college library for the ex- cycles and sell the City of Ellenschange of paperback books. burg bicycle license.
AU.persons .operating a bicycle
Bring one that you have finished
and trade it for one on the rack. on campus are required to have a
Don't throw them away, give · City of Ellensburg license. The
fee for registration and license is
them to the Tradin' Post.

by Becki Holland

The hilled landscape being constructed on the north part of the
campus mall will be completed as
a winter skating rink and fair
weather arena at summer's end,
according to Gil Braida, Facilities
Planning and Construction director.
The idea for the all weather
$1.
site to be used by campus and
MEDITATION
community originated in CenSUMMER QUARTER
- The Students' International
t;ral's Business Office, part of the
STUDENTS
Meditation Society meets every
Students enrolled during a Facilities Planning Department
Sunday at 6 p.m. at the Grupe previous Summer Quarter only, who provided the $25,000 fundConference Center. Lecture topic or students attending Central ing.
for the July 28 meeting will be this summer for the first time · Although a makeshift ice skat"Gaining the Absolute is the key
and who plan to continue Fall ing rink was devised last winter
to live 200 per cent of life." quarter, 1974, are requested to quarter,
Facilities Planning
Checking will be available after report to the · Office of Admis- hopes to make up for this by
the meeting. Those wishing sions in Mitchell Hall as soon as eventually planting trees, lights
further information should con- possible, to notify them of your and burning barrels if future
tact Ray Clines, 925-4986.
funds permit.
intention.
Presently the bowl-shaped
It is very important that they
ASCMOVIE
know of your plans for Fall Quar- arena is being finished by the
"The Cockeyed Cowboys of ter, so that a registration packet Physical Plant Construction crew
and student help, who will comb
Calico County" will be the may be prepared for you.
the grading and lay the turf
grass.
"Our primary plan was that
the outside arena be used yearround as picnic, lecture, amphitheater and recreation center,"
Braida said, "also enhancing it as
an architectural environment."
When asked if the center will
A Women's Studies Committ- ness. Madison will also serve as
be adequately used by the
ee has developed plans for a new program coordinator.
interdisciplinary course which
The class is not for women campus population year-round,
should be taught next fall.
· only, according to Spithill. Braida said. his department will
The committee, established by "We're hoping to have 40 people be doing its best to make the
Undergraduate Studies ' Dean, in the class, 20 men and 20 area usable. "After the construcDonald Schliesnian, is headed by women." She stressed the im- tion is completed, we have no ·
Alma C. Spithill, associate pro- portance of men understanding . way of predicting participation."
fessor of psychology.
the changing roles of women.
During the · winter, the comSpithill reported that the
Increase.d interest in tl~e study pound will have an approximate
committee has surveyed all pre- of women's roles in society has capacity for 75 ice skaters, with
sent academic offerings which been expressed throughout the adpitional benches provided in .
touch on women's studies. They nation, Spithill said, and has been the area for spectators and
have also drawn guidelines for reflected by a rapid growth of rest-stops. ·
the proposed new course and such college courses.
The procedure to be used for
have prepared a funding pro"In 1970 there were only two filling , the conc~ntric-shaped
posal of $1700.
women's studies programs .and bowl with ice for skating, will
The three credit introductory 100 separate courses on 60 of the start this winter•when temperacourse entitled "Male-Female nation's college cam.puses," she tures first drop below zero for
Perspectives" will draw instruct- said. "Now there are an estimat- freezing. The flat-leveled earth
ors from various departments ed 75 programs and 2000 such will be sprayed, forming a sheet
including: Sheldon Johnson, bio- courses on 500 campuses."
of foe over the grass until each
A graduate seminar has begun successive layer is added for ade. logy; Anne Denman, anthropology; Laura Appleton, socio- second session in order to adver- quate strength. The mound will
logy; Ray Smith, history; David tise the .upcoming class. Entitled then be flooded for a flat surface
Canzler, literature; and Spithill "Psychology of Women," the for ice-skating.
class may have the largest enroll- . Since the Facilities Planning
from psychology.
The course will be divided into ment of any psychology seminar Department was asked last
three separate sections. The ever.
spring to devise a rink to be used
as a skating rink primarily and
year-round architectural landscape secondly, design and construction ideas were compromised by the department.
The Facilities Planning and
"One-way Pendulum," a satiric Construction Department's main
comedy by British playwright N. concern is to assist Central's
S. Simpson, will be staged by the administration and faculty in
Reader's Theatre of Central developing the campus as a
pleasant surrounding to live and
on Friday and Saturday, August
work in, according to Braida.
9 and 10.
"The professional architects ·
"The play is a satire on bour- and engineers first asked where
geois life in England, and the the outdoor arena would be most .
characters are quite absurd," successfully available to campus
according to director Dr. Betty and community," he said.
Evans, associate professor of
"Then, would it be enough
theatre ·and drama.
room for the population to take
"For example," she said, "in full advantage of the landscape,"
order to save his money, Mr. he added.
Further success after compleGroomkirby installs parking
meters in his garden, puts in his tion of the arena this summer
money and stands there to get will be determined by future
funds becoming available for
his money's worth."
additions, such as proposed out- .
A drama course project ·this
door lighting and maple trees to
summer quarter, the production line both the hills.
Alma Spithill
is mwti-media show employing
The source of funds providing
first, taught by Wally Webster,· sound and color slides.
for the original construction of·curtain time for the compli- the arena came from the Miswill focus on .civil rights and
Affirmative Action. The last two, mentary performances will be ·eellaneous Surplus Funds in land· taught by Marie Madison, will . 8:30 p.m. in the Threepenny _scaping progra~s for the college
concentrate ~n women · in busi- · Playhouse of Barge Hall.
·in 1971~72, according to Braid&._

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main
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Miss Wheelchair Washington ·
crusades for the handicapped
by Becky Holland
Traveling all over the state to
update a public image for her
minority is standard fare for
Jane Riese.
Whiie attending a Disabled
American Veterans Committee
this spring as a result of lobbying
the state legislature in Olympia,
Ms. Riese was chosen as an
aspirant for this year's Miss
Wheelchair Washington pageant.
She won the state title and will
participate in the national competition in September, which will
host delegates from 32 states.
Ms. Riese has been attending
Central's summer session for
four years. · This summer will
mark the _completion of academic
studies and her Master's degree.
She is a Resource Teacher of
the physically handicapped at
Tacoma's Wilson High School
during the school year.
Ms. Riese's outlook about life
is "not confined to the wheelchair, because it's the physically
handic.apped's source of mobility."
"I'm trying to dispel the
mental picture p-eople have of
wheelchairs being clinical. Mine
is a tough battle but it has its
Jane Riese, Miss Washington Wheelchair

Ms. Riese's work towards civil
rights for the handicapped is also
the basis for her Master's
degree. She was asked in 1972 by
Tacoma's city planner, Harold
Singleton, to make the Tacoma
Task Force for the Handicapped
the basis for her graduate work.
She has explored the different
approaches taken by the physiC?-llY disabled identified as a
minority group.
"I think the handicapped have
just as much basis for being compared with other minority
groups-women
and
ethnic
groups."
As a result, she has planned in
conjunction with Tacoma's City
council, Task Force programs for
transportation, employment, vocational training, recreation, environment and ar.ehitectural renovatons.
Especially vital,· accor(,ling to
Ms. Riese, ·is the "Sheltered
United Group" program, voca7
tional training equivalent to a
high school degree providing the
disabled with jobs suitably matched to their interests and
talents.
"These programs, often sponsored by United Goodwill or
Seattle businesses like Boeing,
make-the executive realize the
·limitless mental capacities of the
physically disabled on the job,"
she said.
,
"Often the public has a 'misemployment· opportuDity, nepo- placed public image of the handi·
.tism, pregnancy and matermty capped."
After graduating from Seattle
leave.
Interested persoms may sub- University in 1968, Ms. Riese
.mit data, views or arguments in worked as a receptionist ,at Far
.'writing prior to the hearing or West Electronics, Bellevue. She
orally at the July 29 session. later found a teaching position as
Information about the -policy teacher's aid in Bellevue before
proposals is available through her present job in Tacoma.
the office of the President,. 301
Barge Hall, 963-2111.
humorous moments."
Like when she first met
Governor Dan Evans on the
Capitol grounds by almost knocking him down.
Both women have been instrumental in passing legislation for
the civil rights for the state's
handicapped. For two years they
have been representatives sponsored by the AMVETS (American Veterans) Post No. 1 in
Tacoma.
Last year two of their projects
became a reality{
Businesses must now employ
"physically, mentally and sensorally handicapped" people for the
appropriate job position, providing that disicipline doesn't interfere with performing the job requirements. This was the Equal
Employment Opportunity Bill
HAA-445
incorporated
into
Washington's Civil Rights code.
The handicapped - must also
have access to street sidewalks
by ramps and curbs, and if not
provided, the state must renovate city curbs and incorporate·
ramps, "so that the people· using
wheelchairs can be independently self-propelling," Ms. Riese
said.

Public hearing
Human Rights and Affirmative
.Action policies will be the subject
of a public hearing scheduled for ·
July 29 at 11 a.m. m·room 303 of
Barge Hall.
Central's current Human
Rights Policy is to be repealed
and then readopted with amend. me~ts, according to the hearing
proposal. Also proposed for
adoption are policies on equal

_Swimming

STRAW HATSI
We have 'em by the hundreds •••for men, women and
youngsters. Come in •••you'll. find the one you want

$349

Priced from ·

June 24 - July 15 Mon - Wed 4-5pm Family Swim
5-6pm Faculty-Staff-Student
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Tues - ~hurs 7-8pm Family Swim
8-9pm Faculty-Staff-Student
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July 15 - Aug. 16 Mon - Wed 3:30-4:30pm Family Swim
5:30-6:30pm faculty-Staff-Student

SADDLE 'N TOGS
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8-9pm Faculty-Staff-Student
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No Additionci-1 Cost
All Airlines Represented

WELCOME
SUMMER

434 North Sprague 925-3167

STUD.ENTS

\

at Jct. of U.S.

Restaurant Dial

Hwy. 97

GALAXY ROOM -

962-9908

.

Triangle Auto Supply

.~11ln1J ~,,,,,
962-9977

I

4 Blocks
W. of College
U.S. Hwy. 10

~llensburg

V

"Everything Automotive"

Nevv .and Used Parts
Wholesale and Retail
925-9876

100 N. Main Street

Ellensburg

POSTURPEDIC .
"&real.For. The Back''
.Created to conform to tile shape and contour of your
foot •••a SUPER·NATURAL form of footwear co-mfort.

.

.

,

$19.95

SHOESOL .
Pearl I '&th

~ ' :~
·ao~~·

·.

~...,,,,v~ ~~-

-

~

BIG BOOK SALE
Just Arrived
500 nevv titles
. $3.98

Shrubs in Colour

A ·NATURAL HISTORY .OF
AMERICAN BIRDS . $6.98
CONTACT -·THE STORY OF
EARLY BIRDS $3.95

MAN- AND MACHINE
PRACTICAL FLOWER
ARRANGING $4. 95
.
A History of ·
~
SPORTS CARS $5-~ 98
'

IAANY '-" MANY MORE

Sporls

ANSWERS TO' LAST WEEKS ·SPORTS QUIZ: 1. Harvey Haddix; 2. Knute Rockne; 3. Gordy
Howe; Lefty Gomez; 5. Every 28 days; 6. 1947; 7. The Boston Braves; 8. Terry Baker; 9. Openfly,
Wisconsin; 10, David Eisenhower's pet trout, Lowell.

4:

Classifieds
Duplex for rent. Available
now. 2 bdrm, fireplace, .carpeting, washer. & dryer
hookup. Range & refrig.
Electric heat. $160/mo.
925-2142.
Lost
Please return the materials (pages & notes) taken
from a green spiral notebook in the Campus Bookstore. These materials relate to vocational home
economic planning and are
badly needed. Return to
Student Village Apt. A-22
or call Rhonda at 963-3279.
Found
A pair of oval, gold wireframed prescription glasses in the vicinity of Beefeaters. Call the Crier for
more
information · at
963-1026.

WANTED: African violet ·
cuttings, leaves. Will pay! 925-3531.
10'x50' Magnolia for sale, 2
bdrm, fireplace, carpeting,
cedar skirting, good loca. tion, $2900. 925-5170. Mrs.
Leon Werner, 600 S. Ruby,
.#11.
FOR SALE '72 Fiat, 128SL
coupe, AM-FM radio, 30
mpg. 925~4984.

The all-wood Old fronworks House in Saugus, Mass.,
still stands after 328 New England winters since its completion in 1646.

I found this little gem in a Crier classified

Centro/ s1txlenfs perfan1
Two Central students have
been accepted to participate in
the Disney Fine Arts Experience
Program. Ted King and Suzy
· Christionson were selected from
·a nationwide audition held in
April.
· King will be stationed at Walt
Disney World in Florida and will
be performing in a Music Theatre
Company.
Christionson will be in Los
Angeles, at Disneyland, performing in the "Kids of the Kingdom"
vocal group.
The program is run through
the cooperation of the California
·
Institute of the Arts;
The program will run from
June 15 to September 7.

\tVelcome Students
For Tropfcal Fish and
Aquarium Supplies
Come To

Overton's
Tropical Fish
925-9166
Located 2 Miles North Of
Old Vant11e H'way On Wilson Creek Road

·--~~~~----·~-~·--,~-,~----·,--.--~~--XXXXXX>O

KEGGER
KA
TERING
LOOKING FOR A WAY TO HAVE

BETTER LIFE

NATURAL FOODS
Rawmilk Wisconsin
CHEDDAR CHEESE

111

FOOSBALL · · · HAMBURGERS · · · HOTDOGS
SAL-ADS & MUNCHIES (paid by customer)

V.o lleyball-Music-Keg Pox-Cups
~contact

Craig Tippie 925-1949 or 925-4444

w.

6th

925~2505

- -

ACCESSORY
HEADQUARTERS
- ELLE-NSBURG YAMAHA
HUSQUARNA
5th and Kittitas

Open til .7 pm

925~9330

"Tomorrow,
and tomorrow,
and tomorrow:'
--Macbeth
Prepare for it. The earlier )·ou
begin a life insurance p-rogram~ the
less you pa)'· Find out about the
CollegeMaster plan.
Cull thl· Hdl'l~t~ l nion

( 'nllt•J:t' \ lu,h'r

Hl'ld .\-..,oduk in

~our

&1n·a:

Linda Papke
706 E. 8th Plaza
962-9292

WELCOME SUMMER
SCHOOL STUDENTS
-WE HAVE
24. IAYTA.G WASHERS
AND 16 DRYERS
IN COOL I QUIET
SURROUNDINGS
. FREE· PARKING
207 I. PllE

THE ULTIMATE KEGGER?

* * '* FREE SERVICES * * *
* Optional ·services *

Mild $1 .40/lb.

Sharp $1.50/lb.

..

.

MODEL COIN-OP
LAUNDRY AND
CLEANERS
IEAR·THE POST OFFICE·

'\'

NORTHWEST .
COUNCIL OF COLLEGES

Thurmay,JWy25,1974-Page2G

Paid Advertisement

/

International

Programs

Central Washington State College, El~ensburg, Washington ·
Tired of the same study routine? Isn't it
ti.Tie you tried · something new? Have a
direct experience with a foreign culture
and absorb a different way of life. Study
as you live in beautiful Guadalajara,
Mexico during fall quarter by enrolling
now through Central Washington State
College's Office · of International Programs.
While the Guadalajara . Instructional

•.

Center operates year round, fall quarter
(September 26-December 8) is well suited
both for students and for teachers who
wish to deepen and broaden their educational and cultural experiences.
The program offers a wide variety of
fully accredited courses. The co11rses are
chosen for their greater value and relevance if taught in Mexico rather than in
the Northwest. Areas represented include

art, anthropology, biology, geography,
geology, history, economics, ·Spanish
language and literature .and Latin Amer-ican Studies. Formal instruction in · the
Spanish language is greatly reinforced
and intensified by daily contact with Mexican life and businesses, the growth of
cross-cultural friendships, and the optional opportunity to live with a ~exican
family.

Field
Trips

Bus Schedul.e s
Leave Washington [Pickup points at
Cheney, Ellensburg and South Center,
Seattle]-overnight Red Bluff, CaliforniaAugust 22.
Overnight Yuma, Arizona-August 23.
Overnight Ciduad Obregon, MexicoAugust 24.
Arrive Guadalajara- August 25.
Bus leaves Guadalajara [overnight Red.
Bluff]-September 14.
Overnight Yuma-September 15.
Overnight Red Bluff-September 16.
Arrives Washington-September 17.
Bus leaves Washington [overnight Red
Bluff]-September 19.
Overnight Yuma-September 20.
Overnight Ciduad Obregon-$eptember 21.
Arrive Guadalajara-September 22.

The same busses that carry students to
Mexico ar~ also leased for field trips. Students taking part in the program take a
two-week study tour to Yucafan by ch~rt
ered bus. The tour features -visits to the.
_major pre-Columbian ruins as a part of a
Mesoamerican pre-history course. Students not enrolled in this particular course
may accompany the study/tour upon requ~st and generally find many aspects of
the trip relevant to their particular areas
of study.
Closer to the study site are fascinating
tours to artisan centers in and around
Guadalajara including Tlaquepaque.wh~re pottery, glass, leather and silver
workmanship is done. Students may take
classes in' weaving, art, pottery, glass
blowing and other crafts f:rom Mexican
artisans.
Other field trips in past quarters have
included visits to San Miguel de Allende,
an internationally known art center, a
field hike down the "barranca," a gorge
often termed the "grand canyon of
Mexico," visits to various mining centers
and tours . to other important artisan
centers such as Tlaquepaque, Tonala,
Jocotepec, Patzcuaro and Morelia.

About

the B·usses
The program has its own leased busses
for the planned field trips and. the international trip between Washington and
Guadalajara. Therefore, bus service . to
and from Guadalajara is excellent. International Programs will arrange bus transportation upon request.
The busses in service are 1974 model
niotor coaches. They are parlor-diesel
variety with reclining seats, air conditioning and on-board restrooms. There is a bus
supervisor for each .north-south run and
the field trips to Mexico.
Students accepted for fall quarter may
leave- for Guadalajara, Mexico · ahead of
time, if they desire, leaving Washington
August 22, arriving in Guadalajara on
August 25. This will provide almost a
month for getting settled, adjusting to
the different culture and opportunity for
personal tours and exploration of the
country.

Costs
. The total fee for the Mexico Program
for fall quarter is $189, which includes tui. tion ($169) and a special program fee of_
$20. Room and board with a Mexican
family is optional and may be obtain~d for
$100 a month. All other expenses are
miscellaneous and depend on the individual.

Cost o,f CWSC
lnternationa'/ Bus

APPLY
NOW

Round trip (bus) $115.
One way (bus) $75.
Roulid trip (bus-air) $250t.
· Group flights also availalt?e.
tsubject to change in air fare.
(Overnight lodging to or from Mexico
included in bus fare)

FALL
QUARTER

Fall Quarter Orientation sessions begin
September 23 with classes beginning
September 26.

·.

Application
Procedure
An "Application Pac~et" is obtainable
upon request, from:
Office of International Programs
Central Washington State College
Ellensburg, Washington
Applicants must complete the Inter- ·
national Programs Application Packet and
return it to the appropriate- office along.
with an official transcript of all previous
college or university work. A deposit of '
$20 must be made at the same time for fall
qllarter.

